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1. Importance of the tool 
During the ongoing Yemen conflict different international donors, aid agencies, INGOs, and other 
external actors routinely examine local supply and price dynamics for essential fuel and food 
commodities. Although some efforts have been made to examine cost drivers along the key fuel and 
food commodity supply chains, the analyses have often been limited to a focus on end user/consumer 
prices in Yemen, with the main emphasis on end user prices and their relationship to international 
market prices. 
 
The next critical step is to move beyond mere identification of the drivers to properly quantifying those 
that shape end consumer prices.  
 
A robust and extensive cost driver monitoring tool (CDMT) will help address the need to better 
quantify and analyse the different cost drivers along the supply chains of essential import 
commodities. This CDMT methodology note presents the initial identification and quantification of 
the different cost drivers from the port of loading to the point of delivery and sale of fuel and food 
commodities to end consumers in Yemen, while noting that the tool will benefit from continuous 
monitoring, updating, and analysis of the different cost drivers, individually and collectively. 
 
Yemen is a net fuel importer and also imports an estimated 90% of its total food demand, with bulk 
wheat (and to a lesser extent wheat flour) making up the biggest single food item imported into the 
country. The CDMT is designed to allow users to identify and quantify the different cost driver 
elements for imported petrol, diesel, and dry bulk cargoes, primarily bulk wheat. The CDMT tool is  
designed to allow users to quickly examine the reasons for any observed shifts in local wheat, petrol, 
and diesel prices; in addition to giving them a method of analysing the expected impact of any form 
of market intervention designed to lower or control prices, improve levels of affordability and increase 
purchasing power in Yemen.  
 
The tool may also be useful to Yemeni traders and commodity suppliers by allowing them to see the 
impact on end users of the cost additions under their control, and may help them to identify where 
they can achieve process efficiency gains and cost reductions to benefit end users. It will also, 
potentially, allow them to present monitoring organisations with evidence-based explanations of 
price variations as local markets reflect the impact of changing supply chain costs, which would help 
to support transparency. 
 

2. Cost driver categories 
Cost drivers have been separated into the categories listed below. Each category represents a different 
part of the supply chain and consists of multiple cost drivers. The list below is ordered chronologically 
from country of origin to retailer point of sale: 

 Category 

Costs incurred outside Yemen Trader purchase price/Free on Board (FOB) price 

Voyage costs 

Voyage insurance and dues 

Cost incurred in Yemen Cargo unloading costs 

Internal taxes and fees 

Internal processing costs 

Internal transport costs 

Other costs and profits 

Consumer selling price 
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3. Cost driver variables  
A number of key variables are considered when calculating cost driver impacts. These include: 

Cost driver variables  

Purchase date of the commodity  

Country and Port of origin of the commodity  

Ship size and charter rate/day  

Port of discharge in Yemen  

Import date  

Governorate of sale and whether under DFA or IRG area of control  

Yemeni rial to USD exchange rate adjusted to CBY Sana’a or CBY Aden exchange rate  

 

Figure 1 Overview of categories and related cost drivers. 

 

The cost driver monitoring tool has been developed to provide a breakdown of the different cost 
drivers from the port of loading, maritime transport, port of discharge and internal transport, to the 
point of sale in Yemen for bulk wheat, petrol, and diesel. 

4. Supply chains  
Imports of petrol, diesel and wheat into Yemen share many similar cost drivers and have similar 
supply chains. There are, however, significant differences that are factored into the CDMT. For this 
reason the CDMT treats the two commodities differently; i.e. wheat as a bulk dry cargo import, and 
fuel (petrol and diesel) as a bulk liquid cargo, as detailed in this section.  
 
The differences between the cost drivers that apply to these two commodity classes are summarized 
in the table below.  
 

Cost Driver Wheat Fuel 

Port of origin Worldwide - from the country/port 
where traders purchase the wheat 

Primarily UAE ports 

Ship Charter Rate Current rates for dry bulk carriers Current rates for product tankers 
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Ship sizes 32,000 deadweight tonnage (DWT) 
and 55,000 DWT1 

32,000 DWT 

Suez Canal Charges Applicable for ports north of Suez Not applicable 

Ports of Discharge Aden, Salif, Al Hodeidah2 Aden, Al Hodeidah, and Mukalla* 

Taxes in Yemen Not applicable Applicable 

Processing costs in 
Yemen 

Applicable Not applicable 

Note: * the CDMT primarily focuses on fuel imported via either Al Hodeidah or Aden  as these are the main fuel import ports, and some of 
the fuel shipped to Aden is then re-loaded and shipped to Mukalla. 

 

4.1. Wheat supply chains 
Wheat is the main food staple in Yemen country, with bulk wheat accounting for 48% of total food 
imports by sea in 20223. The CDMT analysis of the wheat supply chain quantifies the different cost 
drivers for bulk wheat imports; noting the distinction between bulk wheat – i.e. that which is 
imported via bulk carriers and is then fed from the vessel to port silos, is milled, and then distributed 
by overland transport – and wheat flour, which essentially relates to wheat that arrives in Yemen 
already processed (i.e. milled and packaged).4  
 
The CDMT analyses the costs of bulk wheat imports to Yemen from the loading ports in major 
exporting countries to Yemen. It covers costs in two main categories, shipping costs from loading 
port to port of discharge, and subsequent internal costs up to the point of sale in Yemen; i.e. the 
following cost drivers: 
 

• Voyage costs: Free on Board (FOB) price of the wheat (USD); vessel charter cost (USD); vessel 
fuel cost (USD); war risk insurance cost (USD) that may include  Black Sea and/or Gulf of Aden 
and Red Sea war risk cover, depending on the route taken and the Yemeni port that the vessel 
then calls and unloads at; plus Suez Canal northbound and/or southbound dues (USD). Voyage 
costs can also be considered to include the port dues and unloading costs at the discharging port 
in Yemen, but are listed as an ‘internal cost’ as they have to be paid in Yemen before the cargo is 
delivered to the importer. 

• Internal costs: Cargo unloading costs, milling costs; truck travel costs and fuel efficiency (KM/L) – 
i.e. from the mill to next destination (either direct distribution to wholesaler and/or retailer) or 
to storage; storage costs (where relevant as not all importers put milled wheat into storage); and 
processing/bagging costs.  

• Profit margins: Importer, wholesaler, and retailer profit margins. 
 
It is important to note that while there has been no disruption to wheat imported via the Red Sea 
ports of Al Hodeidah and Salif – this is in contrast to the tight regulations and at times prolonged 
disruption of fuel imports via Al Hodeidah Port. This means that the tonnages of bulk wheat 
discharged at ports controlled by the IRG and DFA are generally in line with the food demands of the 
port’s hinterland population. This has the effect of reducing the distances between the ports and the 
end users, and thus reduces the overall trucking costs in the country. 
 

5. Usage of the tool 
The CDMT is available as an interactive dashboard or data download within the Cost Driver module 
on the YETI platform: https://yemen.yeti.acaps.org/cost-driver/ 

 
1 A 32,000 DWT ship, dry bulk or tanker, will have a cargo carrying capacity of around 30,000 MT. A 55,000 DWT vessel will have a cargo 
carrying capacity of around 52,000 MT. These are the two consignment sizes used in the tool. 
2 As Al Hodeidah and Salif are close to each other in terms of distance they are treated as one port for CDMT purposes. 
3 Total annual food imports include food products, such as soya and corn, primarily intended for animal feed 
4 Note that some of the bulk wheat stored in silos at the destination port may also be bagged and trucked to private mills at inland 
destinations 

https://yemen.yeti.acaps.org/cost-driver/
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To access the module a user login to the platform is required. For access requests please email:  
yahinfo@acaps.org 

 

5.1. Historic monitoring interface 

 
 

# Element Description 

1 Time period filter Select the period the user wishes to analyse. Full data is available from 
1st July 2017 to month of the latest available data. Months are only 
visible where all dataset are complete (e.g exchange rate, food prices, 
international commodity prices). 

2 Select Yemeni rial 
or US dollar 

Allows the user to swap between Yemeni rial and US dollar. Exchange 
rate is monitored daily and calculated as a monthly average within the 
tool. 

3 Historical cost 
driver graph 

Graph displaying average monthly cost driver values for selected 
commodity and geographic area. Each bar represents one commodity 
unit (e.g. kilogram of wheat or litre of fuel). Total bar size represents 
the final retail price of the commodity. 

mailto:yahinfo@acaps.org
mailto:yahinfo@acaps.org
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4 Historical cost 
driver table 

Table displaying average monthly cost driver values for selected 
commodity and geographic area. 

5 IRG or DFA filter Allows the user analyse commodity prices within different areas of 
control: internationally recognised government (IRG) areas or de-facto 
authority (DFA) areas.  

6 Governorate filter Allows the user analyse commodity prices at a governorate level. By 
default all governorate within the selected area of control are enabled. 

7 Commodity filter Allows the user to select either wheat, petrol or diesel. 

8 Disruption at Al 
Hodeidah port 

Highlights disruption periods at Al Hodeidah port. During Al Hodeidah 
port disruption periods, very little fuel was imported into Al Hodeidah 
so fuel  transported overland from Aden to DFA areas. The following 
disruption periods have been used in the CDMT: 

• March (week 1) to April (week 3) 2019  

• September (week 1) to October (week 2) 2019 – 

• June (week 1) to October (week 3) 2020  

• January (week 1) 2021 to February (week 3) 2022  

• February (week4) to March (week4)  

 

5.2. Data download 
The full CDMT historic dataset can be downloaded through: 
https://yemen.yeti.acaps.org/api/cdmt_master_vws/?format=csv+%28non-paginated%29 
 
For a full schema description of the CDMT dataset see Annex I. For an data architecture review see 
Annex II. 
 
 

  

https://yemen.yeti.acaps.org/api/cdmt_master_vws/?format=csv+%28non-paginated%29
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Wheat 
6. Cost drivers - Wheat 
Cost drivers for wheat have been modelled for costs incurred outside Yemen and costs incurred 
inside Yemen. The following section details each cost driver chronologically along the supply chain 
from country of origin to point of sale to the consumer. 

 

6.1. Cost incurred outside Yemen 

6.1.1. Trader purchase price or Free on Board (FOB) cost 
The starting point for cost driver breakdown for bulk wheat imported to Yemen is the Free on Board 
(FOB) cost at the loading port.5 This FOB cost includes the cost of transporting the commodity (in this 
case bulk wheat) to the port of loading, storing it and loading it on to the ship, and is the price paid by 
the merchant/trader to the seller. For the CDMT, the international price of wheat has been used to 
estimate the Free on Board cost, which is reported frequently on publicly available web sites.. For 
example, see Trading Economics. Prices of wheat from different countries are also available on web 
sites that are used internationally. An adjustment of US$12/MT has been added to the international 
wheat price to reflect the additional costs of transporting the cargo from the farm to the port, but this 
will be affected by the distance between farm and port and the method of transporting the wheat, 
such as by rail or truck. 

See also Sections 7 and 8. 

6.1.2. Voyage costs 
Voyage costs are calculated at a vessel level and are then applied to each commodity unit (e.g. a MT 
or kg of wheat). Based on discussions with industry experts and the record of cargoes regularly 
shipped to Yemen, two vessel sizes are used for the tool, 55,000 DWT and 32,000 DWT. Ships of 
these sizes typically carry bulk wheat cargoes of 52,000 MT for delivery to Aden and Salif, and 30,000 
MT for delivery to Al Hodeidah, where ship size is limited by the water depth available at the port.  

The CDMT assumes that the ship is fully loaded, which gives the highest cost efficiency. If she is 
carrying less than the cargo tonnage permitted for the summer deadweight, then the cost/MT of 
cargo will be higher than if she is fully loaded. 

The CDMT calculates the shipping costs depending on the specific maritime route and distance 
travelled from the country of origin / export country to a specified port in Yemen. 

Voyage cost elements  

Distance from loading port to discharge port (nautical miles)  

Time (total distance divided by speed) in days6  

Daily charter rate times total number of days on hire  

Maritime fuel cost   

Vessel on-hire costs, such as an on-hire condition survey   

Additional load/discharge/inspection day(s) in the Black Sea and Djibouti if applicable  

Demurrage days in case of delays at anchor off Yemeni port or delays discharging  

Total voyage cost  

 
5 In shipping terms, FOB means the costs, risks and responsibilities are split fairly equally between the buyer and the seller of goods. The 
basis of FOB terms for bulk goods is that a supplier is responsible for paying all the costs involved with a trader’s shipment until the goods 
are on the vessel chartered by the buyer at the loading port – i.e. transport to loading port, storage at loading port, loading to ship and any 
dues and fees payable, such as for cargo inspection.  
6 Time on charter in days will be calculated to the nearest hour, but with the hours rounded up to 
the next day under the charter party 

https://tradingeconomics.com/commodity/wheat
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• Loading Port: Loading Port is assigned to each import shipment. Grain for Yemen is currently 
loaded at a number of ports in Australia, India, Ukraine, Russia, the USA, and occasionally 
France. 
 

• Discharge port: The model identifies Aden (IRG) or Al Hodeidah/Salif (DFA) as discharge ports in 
Yemen. Discharge Port generally determines which governorates receive the commodities.  
 
Source: ACAPS discussions with import partners. 
 

• Distance from port of origin to port of discharge (nautical miles): Calculated from distance 
between port of origin and port of discharge. For wheat cargoes, the distance includes the 
distance from the point at which the ship goes ‘on hire’ to the loading port, distance from the 
loading port to the discharge port in Yemen (including any deviation to reach Djibouti for 
inspection of Red Sea port cargoes at present), and from discharge port to the point at which the 
ship goes ‘off hire’ and the charter has been completed. For example, a bulk vessel loading at 
Adelaide in Australia for Salif may go ‘on hire’ in Singapore Roads (anchorage), sail to Adelaide to 
load wheat, then sail to Djibouti for cargo inspection, then to Salif anchorage, and be 
‘redelivered’ to her owner (goes off hire) at Fujirah anchorage. Total distance is therefore 
Singapore>Adelaide>Djibouti> Salif>Fujirah.  
 
Source: Ports.com, ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

 

• Time (at 13 knots – day): Used to calculate vessel charter cost. Ships tend to operate at higher 
speeds when market demand is strong, and reduce their speeds when demand is weak. New 
IMO restrictions on ship emissions are also tending to reduce sailing speeds.7 13 knots is 
currently used in the Tool, but can be varied if better information on actual ship speed is 
available. Distance/speed plus times for loading, inspections, anchoring and unloading gives time 
on hire.8 
 
Source: ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

 

• Basic chartering cost: Charter rates for dry bulk carriers vary over time depending on market 
conditions and are reported regularly on web sites. For example, Simpson Spence Young gives 
average charter rates for Handysize ships (around 32,000 DWT) and Handymax or Supramax 
ships (around 55,000 DWT) over a rolling six month period. Charter rates vary with age of vessel 
and ship fuel efficiency, with the web sites reflecting average rates. The total time on hire 
multiplied by daily charter rate gives basic charter cost of the ship, to which fuel, Canal and 
other costs must be added.  
 
Source: Simpson Spence Young, examination of shipping data web sites. 
 

• Maritime fuel cost per vessel: These include the cost of fuel used by the main engine for the 
number of days that the ship is steaming, plus the cost of generator fuel used to provide the ship 
with hotel services – when the ship is steaming plus days at anchor and in port. Assumes an 
average of 30.5 MT of main engine fuel per day multiplied by number of days the ship is at sea 
steaming, plus 2.5 MT of fuel per day consumed at sea, in port and at anchor; i.e. the total 

 
7 Slower speeds give lower fuel consumption/nautical mile and hence lower CO2 and other 
emissions. Actual speed for any ship on a voyage is provided by, for example, MarineTraffic.com. 
8 Ship speeds when loaded and in ballast, i.e. when not loaded, can be different, but this level of detail is not used in the CDMT. 

file:///E:/Work/ACAPS/ACAPS%20-%20desktop/Cost%20driver%20tool/User%20guide/Ports.com
https://www.ssyonline.com/free-charts/bulk-carrier-time-charter-rates/
https://www.ssyonline.com/free-charts/bulk-carrier-time-charter-rates/
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voyage time, to provide power for the essential hotel services used every day the ship is on hire.9 
Fuel costs are based on the use of Very Low Sulpher Fuel Oil (VLSFO) for main engines10. Fuel for 
ships’ generators is more expensive, but given the relatively low tonnage of generator fuel used 
per day, a ‘standard’ fuel cost based on VLSFO is used. The cost of VLSFO has varied from 
$850/MT in October 2022 to $650/MT at the end of March 2023 and can be recorded for use by 
the CDMT as frequently as is needed.  
 
Source: Ship & Bunker; ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 
 

• Vessel on-hire and off-hire costs. Shipowners and cargo owners may require on-hire and off-hire 
surveys to be carried out. If so, the costs of these surveys will be added to the total cost of 
chartering the ship. However, the costs, relative to daily chartering costs and fuel costs, are very 
low and are not considered by the CDMT. 

 

• Additional days for inspections in the Black Sea and at Djibouti: The invasion of Ukraine in 
February 2022 has disrupted  grain loading in Black Sea ports. Under the current arrangement 
between Ukraine, Russia and Turkey, ships loading grain in Ukrainian Ports have to be inspected. 
Inspections are carried out within a defined anchorage area in Turkish waters, with ships 
inspected en route to a Ukrainian port, and after loading grain for the cargo owner.11 Inspections 
are assumed to require an additional two days of transit time, subject to better data being made 
available for a specific voyage.12 Ships calling at Red Sea ports are subject to inspections by 
UNVIM at Djibouti, meaning that wheat ships must call at Djibouti and remain at the anchorage 
while the inspection is carried out. Time for this inspection in the CMDT is an additional two days 
of transit time, subject to better data being made available for a specific voyage. 
 
Source: UN press releases, WFP advice; international news sources such as Reuters. 

 

• Demurrage charges: The ship’s charter party will allow a number of days for loading and 
discharging the cargo at each end of the voyage. The CDMT assumes that the time required to 
load the wheat is at a rate of 7,500 MT/day, resulting in 4.0 days to load a 30,000 MT cargo and 
7.0 days for a 52,000 MT cargo. Similarly, a discharge rate of 7,500 MT/day is assumed for 
discharging at both Aden and Hodeidah/Salif.13 If the ship is delayed at anchor off a Yemeni port, 
or alongside, or if discharging is slower than the rate assumed in the charter party, then 
additional days will be added and will increase the cost of chartering the ship. In March 2023, 
the time at anchor off Aden for large bulk carriers is about 2 days. At Salif and Al Hodeidah, as 
more non-food cargo has been consigned to Red Sea ports since January, time at anchor for all 
vessels is rising to an average of around 8 days in March 2023. ACAPS receives weekly reports on 
ships at anchor and at berth and can insert an estimated number of demurrage days into the 
CDMT when ships are delayed due to port congestion.14. 
 
Source: Daily port reports; ACAPS discussions with industry experts and local port sources. 

 

 
9 If better information on actual main engine fuel consumption is available this can be used in the calculation. 
10 Some ships are run using Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) and use ‘scrubbers’ to remove particulates, carbon etc.. However, this level of detail is more 
than is needed for the CMDT, and using the slightly higher cost VLSFO is considered to be a reasonable approach at present. 
11 See PDF titled “Black Sea Grain Initative – Procedures for Merchant Vessels”, issued by the Joint Coordination Center (JCC) established by 
Turkey, Ukraine, Russia and the United Nations. 
12 Time at the JCC anchorage can be found from MarineTraffic.com data. 
13 Rates of 7,500 MT/day are normally achieved at all three Yemeni ports using automatic bulk discharging equipment, as recorded by 
ACAPS. 
14 Additional demurrage days are charged to the trader at the daily charter rate. 

https://shipandbunker.com/prices/av/global/av-glb-global-average-bunker-price
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• Total basic voyage cost per MT: Total of above voyage costs. Calculated using the charter cost 
per vessel plus fuel cost plus demurrage cost per vessel divided by tonnage loaded on the 
vessel.15 Additional costs, that vary with the loading/discharging ports and route used, also have 
to be included to arrive at total voyage cost per MT, as detailed below. 

 

6.1.3. Voyage insurance and dues 
Depending on the port of origin and destination, voyage insurance costs must be paid. The costof 
insurance  varies with the value of the vessel.16 Ship values vary over time, increasing when charter 
rates increase and falling as rates decrease. They also vary with the age of the ship, as indicated 
below in the charts for Handymax and Supramax size ships used for the CDMT in Signal. Dues are 
payable for transits through the Suez Canal, as detailed below. 
 
 

Voyage insurance and dues  

Time on Charter  

Gulf of Aden and Red Sea war risk insurance  

Black Sea war risk insurance  

Suez Canal southbound dues  

Suez Canal northbound dues  

Total insurance and Canal costs  

 

• Time on Charter: Time on charter from on-hire to off-hire dates gives the number of days for 
which standard hull and machinery costs have to be paid. The CDMT uses a figure of 2% of ship’s 
value per year for standard insurance, from which the daily cost of insurance can be calculated.  

 
Source: Distances from MarineTraffic; ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

 

• Black Sea war risk insurance: Calculated as 1.5% of ship value for up to 14 days. Additional time 
in the War Risk area will incur additional costs. Only relevant for vessels travelling through the 
High Risk area in the Black Sea (e.g. wheat shipments from Russia and Ukraine) since the start of 
the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. 

Source: Lloyd’s of London. 

• Red Sea/Gulf of Aden war risk insurance: Calculated as 0.62% of ship value for shipments into 
Al Hodeidah/Salif and 0.4% of ship value for shipments into Aden. Source: Lloyd’s of London. 
Provides cover for 14 days. Additional time in the War Risk area will incur additional costs. 

Source: Lloyd’s of London. 

 

 
15 Marine insurance for a ship is referred to as ‘Hull and Machinery’ insurance, to cover the ship against ‘perils of the sea’, such as collision, 
fire, grounding etc. that could cause the total or partial loss of the ship. It does not cover cargo insurance, which is arranged at the discretion 
of the cargo owner at a rate of around 1% of cargo value. 
16 Marine insurance for a ship is referred to as ‘Hull and Machinery’ insurance, to cover the ship against ‘perils of the sea’, such as collision, 
fire, grounding etc. that could cause the total or partial loss of the ship. It does not cover cargo insurance, which is arranged at the discretion 
of the cargo owner at a rate of around 1% of cargo value. 

https://www.thesignalgroup.com/newsroom/ship-valuation-review-industry-analysis-ship-prices-and-rates
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• Suez Canal dues,  southbound and northbound: Ships loading at ports in the Black Sea, and at 
French ports, use the Suez Canal.17 Suez Canal dues are based on the Suez Canal Net Tonnage 
(SCNT), which is a special tonnage measurement determined by the Suez Canal Authority (SCA) 
that represents the ‘earning capacity’ of the ship. This tonnage for individual ships is not 
generally available, so the CDMT uses a figure of 55% of the ship’s deadweight as a proxy for its 
Suez tonnage. Canal rates vary as determined by the SCA, and by type of ship, with 8 ship classes 
listed in the SCA Tariff. Certain ships, for example those making frequent use of the Canal, may 
be offered discounts. A rate of $8.5/SCNT is close to the current cost. Charges for ships 
southbound and northbound are not the same. Fortunately, Wilhelmsen offers an online 
calculator based on ship type, dimensions, and SCNT, giving dues for northbound and 
southbound ships.  
  

• Total insurance and fees: Total of above insurance and dues. Total of Black Sea and Red Sea war 
risk insurance and Suez Canal dues per cargo are added to the Basic Charter Cost to arrive at the 
Total Cost of chartering the ship from the on-hire date to the off-hire date, and from this the 
shipping cost/MT or /Kg of a wheat cargo is derived. 

  

 
17 A ship that loads in a Black Sea port will probably go ‘on-hire’ at the Dardanelles, load her cargo in 
the Black Sea, sail to a Yemeni port to discharge, and then go off-hire north of the Suez Canal to protect 
the shipowner from being liable for Canal dues, i.e. two sets of Canal dues must be paid on such a 
voyage. 

https://www.wilhelmsen.com/tollcalculators/suez-toll-calculator/
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Fuel 
7. Petrol and diesel supply chains 
While there are a number of different types of oil derivatives imported to Yemen, the CDMT focuses 
on the two main types of fuel imported to Yemen that are then sold commercially – petrol and diesel. 
The CDMT deconstructs the different different cost drivers that are present from the port of loading / 
country of origin, which during the current conflict has predominantly been the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE), through to the port of discharge and up until the point of sale at the pump in either DFA or IRG 
areas.  

The CDMT covers the following specific cost drivers present and accumulated along the petrol and 
diesel supply chains that are grouped together as either voyage or internal costs: 

• Voyage costs: Trader purchase price (USD) – i.e. the international market price the importer paid 
for securing the quantity of petrol or diesel they wish to import to Yemen; vessel charter cost 
(USD); vessel fuel costs (USD) at sea, in port and at anchor; demurrage costs in port and at 
anchor (USD); war risk insurance cost (USD) that will vary depending on the port the tanker calls 
and discharges at (with war risk insurance rates applied for Aden port calls being lower than port 
calls to Al Hodeidah).  

• Internal costs: Cargo unloading costs (YER), taxes payable (YER) – i.e. fuel import tax and 
customs; port, storage, and commission fees (all in YER) paid to relevant stakeholders regulating 
the entry of goods and exit /onward overland transport of fuel from the port facilities, such as 
the DFA-run Yemen Red Sea Ports Corporation (YRSCPC) and DFA-run Yemen Petroleum 
Company (YPC) for fuel that is imported via Al Hodeidah (as well as more recently, Ras Issa); fuel 
truck travel costs and fuel efficiency (KM/L) – i.e. from the port of discharge to the next 
destination (i.e. storage facility or governorate where the fuel is sold). 
 

There are different cost variables that may or may not be factored into the equation depending on 
the port that the tanker  discharges at, and the subsequent overland transportation route and 
distribution process that a fuel shipment may navigate prior to consumer sale. The respective local 
currency exchange rate present in both DFA and IRG areas is accounted for in the petrol and diesel 
price modelling. The petrol and diesel consumer prices cited in the CDMT reflect what is commonly 
referred to as the “commercial rate,” which accounts for petrol or diesel sold at privately owned fuel 
stations.18 
  
As noted above, there are different price structures applied for oil derivatives that are imported via Al 
Hodeidah Port and then distributed / sold in DFA-controlled territories compared to the price 
structures applied at Aden (or Mukalla) port that is then sold in IRG areas. In particular, different fuel 
import tax and customs rates are applied at Al Hodeidah Port compared to those applied at Aden and 
Mukalla ports. There are also some additional fees applied at Aden Port that are not present at either 
Al Hodeidah nor Mukalla ports. For the sake of simplification, the CDMT focuses on petrol and diesel 
imported via either Al Hodeidah or Aden.  

The CDMT also notably covers the specific supply chain costs that are acrrued in a scenario in which 
petrol or diesel is imported via Aden Port and then trucked overland to DFA-controlled territories. This 
pattern of trade activity was prevalant between January 2021 and April 2022, but significantly reduced 
after April 2022 with ‘normal’ volumes of fuel being imported via Al Hodeidah Port each month. The 
additional overland transport and taxation costs were previously applied when Yemen witnessed an 
increase in commercial petrol and diesel imports via Aden and Mukalla ports to mitigate a deficit in 

 
18 The commercial rate is more commonly used than the “official price” of petrol and diesel that is set by the respective DFA and IRG-run 
YPC branches, and applied at YPC fuel stations and privately owned stations that operate as agents of YPC. 
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commercial fuel imports via Al Hodeidah. The IRG applied this strategy from June to October 2020 and 
then from January 2021 to April 2022. It did so based on the assumption that the additional fuel being 
imported via Aden and Mukalla (and in practice Nishtun) would then be trucked overland from both 
Aden and Mukalla to DFA-controlled territories19.  

Sources: ACAPS (August 2021; April 2022; September 2022).  

7.1. Cost drivers – Fuel  
Akin to wheat, the cost drivers for fuel, specifically petrol (gasoline) and diesel (gas oil) have been 
modelled for costs incurred outside Yemen and costs incurred inside Yemen. The following section 
details each cost driver chronologically along the supply chain from country of origin to point of sale 
to the consumer. 
 

7.1.1. Costs incurred outside Yemen 
7.1.1.1. Trader purchase price or Free on Board (FOB) price 

The starting point for cost driver breakdown for fuel imported into Yemen is the Free on Board (FOB) 
cost of the two fuel types at the loading port. This FOB cost includes the cost, if any, of transporting 
the fuel to the port of loading, storing it and pumping it on to the ship, and is the price paid by the 
merchant/trader to the seller. For the CDMT, the international oil price has been used to estimate the 
Free on Board cost. Further enhancements to the tool will be able to use average UAE fuel prices to 
better estimate FoB cost. 

 
7.1.1.2. Voyage costs 

Voyage costs are calculated at a vessel level and are then applied to each commodity unit (e.g. a MT 
or litre of fuel). Based on discussions with industry experts and the record of cargoes regularly 
shipped to Yemen, the vessel size used for the tool is 32,000 deadweight tonnage (DWT). Ships of 
this size typically carry fuel cargoes of 30,000 MT for delivery to Aden and Al Hodeidah. Larger 
consignments, for example 48,000-65,000 MT, are shipped to Aden from time to time, but these are 
usually fuel aid cargoes from Saudi Arabia. Much smaller tankers are also used, but to limit the 
number of variables the ‘typical’ 30,000 MT cargo is used to estimate CDMT costs. As in the case of 
the calculation for wheat, the CDMT assumes that the ship is fully loaded, which is almost invariably 
the case.  
 
The CDMT calculates the shipping costs using data on the maritime route between the UAE port, 
typically Jebel Ali, Hamriya, Fujairah, and one of the two selected discharging ports in Yemen. 
 

Voyage cost elements  

Distance from loading port to discharge port (nautical miles)  

Time (total distance divided by speed in days)  

Daily charter rate times total number of days on hire  

Maritime fuel cost   

Vessel on-hire costs, such as a condition survey   

Additional inspection day(s) in Djibouti if applicable  

Demurrage days in case of delays at anchor off Yemeni port or when discharging at berth  

Total voyage cost  

 

• Loading Port: Loading Port is assigned to each import shipment. Fuel for sale in Yemen is 
currently loaded at Jebel Ali, Hamriya, Fujairah. 
 

 
19 By restricting fuel imports via Hodeidah the IRG could tax the imported fuel and increase government revenue 

https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20210817_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_fuel_prices_0_0.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220404_acaps_yah_al_hodeidah_fuel_import_and_fuel_price_modelling.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220912_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_thematic_report_fuel_supply_dynamics.pdf
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Source: Daily record of loading ports for fuel provided by UNVIM. 
 

• Discharge port: The model identifies Aden (IRG) or Al Hodeidah (DFA) as discharge ports in 
Yemen. Under current circumstances, with deliveries of fuel for Gulf of Aden Ports and Al 
Hodeidah port being sufficient to cover the needs of the population in the hinterland, the 
Discharge Port chosen generally determines which governorates receive the commodities.  
 
Source: ACAPS discussions with import partners 

 

• Distance from port of origin to port of discharge (nautical miles): Calculated from distance 
between loading port and port of discharge. Diversions via the coalition holding area are 
currently not taken into account. For fuel cargoes, the distance includes the distance from the 
point at which the ship goes ‘on hire’ to the loading port, distance from the loading port to the 
discharge port in Yemen (including any deviation to reach Djibouti for inspection of Red Sea 
port cargoes at present), and from discharge port to the point at which the ship goes ‘off hire’ 
and the charter has been completed. For example, a tanker loading at Fujairah for Al Hodeidah 
may go ‘on hire’ at Fujairah anchorage, load its cargo, sail to Djibouti for inspection, then to Al 
Hodeidah anchorage to wait until she can berth and be discharged. She may be ‘redelivered’ to 
her owner (goes off hire) again at Fujairah anchorage. Total distance is therefore 
Fujairah>Djibouti> Al Hodeidah>Fujairah. However, a number of tankers are on regular voyages 
between the UAE and Yemen and may be on long-term time charter to a Yemeni or Emirati fuel 
trader. In this case there is no ‘redelivery’ and the tanker returns to Fujairah until the next cargo 
is loaded at one of the UAE ports. 
 
Source: Ports.com; ACAPS discussions with industry experts and fuel traders. 

 

• Time (at 12 knots – in days ): Used to calculate the basic vessel charter cost. Ships tend to 
operate at higher speeds when market demand is strong, and slow down when demand is 
weak. New IMO restrictions on ship emissions are also tending to reduce sailing speeds. 12 
knots is currently used in the CDMT for tankers, but can be varied if better information on 
actual ship speed is available.20 Distance/speed plus times for loading, any inspections required, 
anchoring and unloading gives time on hire.21 
 
Source: ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

 

• Basic Chartering cost: Charter rates for tankers have varied widely over time, depending on 
market conditions, and are reported regularly on web sites.  For example, the weekly reports 
from Compass Maritime Services gives average charter rates for tankers of varying sizes, down 
to 47,000 DWT. In general, charter rates for tankers have risen sharply in recent months as a 
result of the invasion of Ukraine. Charter rates for tankers operating between the UAE and 
Yemen are likely to be lower because of their size, and particularly because of their ages. 
Estimated charter rate for tankers in this trade are currently $23,000/day, which ACAPS can 
confirm with industry sources. The total time on hire multiplied by daily charter rate gives basic 
charter cost of the ship, to which fuel and other costs must be added.  

 
Source: ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

 

• Maritime fuel cost per vessel: These include the cost of fuel used by the main engine for the 
number of days that the ship is steaming, plus the cost of generator fuel used to provide the 

 
20 Actual speed for any ship on a voyage is provided by, for example, MarineTraffic.com. 
21 Ship speeds when loaded and in ballast, i.e. when not loaded, can be different, but this level of detail is not used in the CDMT 

file:///E:/Work/ACAPS/ACAPS%20-%20desktop/Cost%20driver%20tool/User%20guide/Ports.com
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ship with hotel services when the ship is steaming plus days at anchor and in port. Assumes an 
average of 30.5 MT of main engine fuel per day multiplied by number of days the ship is at sea 
steaming, plus 2.5 MT of fuel per day consumed at sea, in port and at anchor; i.e. the total 
voyage time, for the essential hotel services used every day the ship is on hire22. Fuel costs are 
based on the use of Very Low Sulpher Fuel Oil (VLSFO) for main engines23. Fuel for ships’ 
generators is more expensive but given the relatively low tonnage of generator fuel used per 
day, a ‘standard’ fuel cost based on VLSFO is used. The cost of VLSFO has varied from $850/MT 
in October 2022 to $650/MT today and can be tracked as frequently as needed.  

 
Source: Ship & Bunker; weekly reports from Compass Maritime Services for bunker prices in 
Fujairah; and ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

 

• Vessel on-hire and off-hire costs. Shipowners and cargo owners may require on-hire and off-
hire surveys to be carried out, but in the case of tankers operating between the UAE and 
Yemen, which are well known to traders in the market, this is probably not the case and is not 
considered for tankers by the CDMT. 

 

• Additional days for inspections in Djibouti: Tankers calling at Red Sea ports are subject to 
inspections by UNVIM at Djibouti, meaning that they must call at Djibouti and remain at the 
anchorage while the inspection is carried out. Time for inspection allowed in the CDMT is an 
additional two days, subject to better data being made available for a specific voyage. 
 
Source: Press releases by the UN, WFP and international news sources such as Reuters; data on 
time at Djibouti for specific ships from MarineTraffic.com. 

 

• Demurrage charges: The ship’s charter party will allow a certain number of days for loading and 
discharging the cargo at each end of the voyage. The CDMT assumes that the time required to 
load the fuel in the UAE is 2.0 days for the 30,000 MT cargo, and 3.0 days to discharge the fuel 
at Aden or Al Hodeidah. If the ship is delayed at anchor off a Yemeni port, or alongside, or if 
discharging is slower than the rate assumed in the charter party, then additional days will be 
added to the cost of chartering the ship. At present the time at anchor at Aden for tankers is 
about 2 days and time to discharge 3 days. At Al Hodeidah, as more non-food cargo has been 
consigned to Red Sea ports since January, time at anchor for all vessels is rising, and for tankers 
to around 18 days in February/March 2023, with time to discharge around 3 days. ACAPS 
receives daily reports on ships at anchor and at berth and can insert an estimated number of 
demurrage days into the CDMT when ships are delayed due to port congestion. 

 
Source: Daily port reports and ACAPS discussions with industry experts and local port sources; 
plus times at anchor and at berth for specific ships from MarineTraffic.com 

 

• Total basic voyage cost per MT: Total of the above voyage costs. Calculated using the charter 
cost per vessel plus fuel cost plus demurrage cost per vessel divided by tonnage loaded on the 
vessel. Additional costs, that vary with the loading/discharging ports and route used, also have 
to be included, as detailed below. 

 

7.1.1.3. Voyage insurance and dues 
Depending on the port of origin and destination, voyage insurance and dues will need to be paid. 
The amount of insurance and dues owed varies with the value of the vessel. Ship values vary over 

 
22 If better information on actual main engine fuel consumption is available this can be used in the calculation 
23 Some ships are run using Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) and use ‘scrubbers’ to remove particulates, carbon etc.. However, this level of detail is more 
than is needed for the CMDT, and using the slightly higher cost VLSFO is considered to be a reasonable approach at present. 

https://shipandbunker.com/prices/av/global/av-glb-global-average-bunker-price
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time, increasing when charter rates increase and falling as rates decrease. They also vary with the 
age of the ship. Information on tankers in this trade can be obtained from sources such as The Signal 
Group, and other industry sources. 
 

Voyage insurance and dues  

Time on Charter  

Gulf of Aden and Red Sea war risk insurance  

Total insurance costs  

 

• Time on Charter: Time on charter from on-hire to off-hire dates gives the number of days for 
which standard hull and machinery costs have to be paid. The CDMT uses a figure of 2% of 
ship’s value per year for standard insurance, from which the daily cost of insurance can be 
calculated.  

 
Source: Distances from MarineTraffic; ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

 

• Red Sea/Gulf of Aden war risk insurance: Calculated as 0.62% of ship value for shipments into 
Al Hodeidah/Salif and 0.4% of ship value for shipments into Aden. Provides cover for 14 days. 
Additional time in the War Risk area will incur additional costs. 

 
Source: Lloyd’s of London. 

 

• Total insurance and dues: Total of the above insurance and dues. Total of standard insurance 
and Gulf of Aden/Red Sea war risk insurance per cargo are added to the Basic Charter Cost to 
arrive at the Total Cost of chartering the ship from the on-hire date to the off-hire date, and 
from this the shipping costs/MT of a fuel cargo. 

 

7.2. Costs incurred in Yemen 
The voyage costs listed above cover the costs that are accumulated up to the point that the ship 
arrives at the port of discharge and berths. After the vessel berths at a Yemeni port, the importer 
will start to incur internal costs that include the cost of unloading the cargo to storage facilities or to 
fuel trucks waiting to transport the fuel overland and then distribute and sell on the local market in 
either DFA or IRG-controlled areas.  

As noted, there are notable differences in the costs that fuel traders incur when they import petrol or 
diesel via Al Hodeidah versus Aden, such as the different tax models applied.  

Fuel imported via Al Hodeidah:  The DFA applies the following tax and customs rate: customs = 5% 
for diesel; 10% for petrol; fuel import taxes = 11.4% (5% sales tax, 5% other returns tax, and 1.4% 
profit tax). DFA adopts a YER 250 per USD 1 exchange rate for both import tax and customs rate 
calculations applied to petrol and diesel imported via Al Hodeidah. 

Fuel imported via  Aden (and Mukalla Port):  The IRG adopts the following formula to calculate fuel 
import tax and customs for fuel imports: customs are calculated as a percentage of the total shipment 
= 5% for diesel and 10% for petrol; fuel import taxes are calculated by taking the official fuel price (i.e. 
YPC price) that is then multiplied by 5 and then divided by 105. IRG adopts a YER 750 per USD 1 
exchange rate for both import tax and customs rate calculations. 

Source: ACAPS (August 2021; April 2022; September 2022). 

https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20210817_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_fuel_prices_0_0.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220404_acaps_yah_al_hodeidah_fuel_import_and_fuel_price_modelling.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220912_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_thematic_report_fuel_supply_dynamics.pdf
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7.2.1. Internal costs applied for petrol and diesel imported via Al Hodeidah 
 
The price structure for fuel that enters DFA territory directly from Al Hodeidah Port applies the 
following formula upon arrival of the tanker at berth and once ready to discharge: import tax and 
customs; DFA-run YPC margin (determined through a combination of commission and storage fees); 
margin / fees paid to the YRSPC; and importer margin.  
 

 Internal taxes and fees (as recorded in the CDMT)  

Customs exchange rate  

DFA customs tax percentage  

DFA customs tax per commodity unit  

DFA fuel import sale tax per commodity unit  

DFA fuel import other return tax per commodity unit  

DFA fuel import profit tax per commodity unit  

DFA importer YPC fee per MT  

DFA YRSPC(Yemen Red Sea Port Corporation) fee per MT  

DFA importer YPC profit per MT  

DFA YRSPC fee per commodity unit  

DFA importer YPC profit per commodity unit  

DFA fees and taxes per commodity unit  

 

The following taxes and fees have been applied at the following rates: 

Scenario Fuel 
type 

Tax or fee type DFA or 
IRG 

Value 

Post-port 
disruption 
DFA 

Petrol Customs tax DFA 10% fuel price* 

Fuel import sales tax DFA 5% fuel price* 

Fuel import other returned tax DFA 5% fuel price* 

Fuel import profit tax DFA 1.4% fuel price* 

Yemen Red Sea Port Corporation fee DFA USD 50/MT 

Importer profit and YPC profit DFA USD 30/MT 

Diesel Customs tax DFA 5% fuel price* 

Fuel import sales tax DFA 5% fuel price* 

Fuel import other returned tax DFA 5% fuel price* 

Fuel import profit tax DFA 1.4% fuel price* 

Yemen Red Sea Port Corporation fee DFA USD 50/MT 

Importer profit and YPC profit DFA USD 30/MT 

 

Sources: ACAPS (August 2021; April 2022; September 2022); ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

7.2.2. Internal costs applied for petrol and diesel imported via Aden 
 
The price structure for fuel that enters Aden from Hodeidah Port applies the following formula upon 
arrival of the fuel tanker at berth and once ready to discharge: import tax and customs; IRG-run YPC 
margin (i.e. commission); storage fee for Aden Refinery Company (ARC); and importer profit margin.  
 

Internal taxes and fees (as recorded in the CDMT)  

Customs rate exchange rate  

IRG customs tax per commodity unit  

https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20210817_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_fuel_prices_0_0.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220404_acaps_yah_al_hodeidah_fuel_import_and_fuel_price_modelling.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220912_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_thematic_report_fuel_supply_dynamics.pdf
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IRG fees and taxes per commodity unit  

 
The following taxes and fees have been applied at the following rates: 

Scenario Fuel 
type 

Tax or fee type DFA or 
IRG 

Value 

Post-port 
disruption 
IRG 

Petrol Customs tax IRG 10% fuel price* 

Fuel import tax IRG Consumer price × 5/105 

Diesel Customs tax IRG 5% fuel price* 

Fuel import tax IRG Consumer price × 5/105 

 
Sources: ACAPS (August 2021; April 2022; September 2022); ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

7.2.3. Costs applied for petrol and diesel imported via Aden and trucked 
overland to DFA territory during periods of disruption to commercial 
fuel import DFAs via Al Hodeidah  

 
For fuel imports during Al Hodeidah disruption periods taxation is applied in both DFA and IRG areas. 
During Al Hodeidah port disruption periods, very little fuel was imported into Al Hoidedah so fuel  
transported overland from Aden to DFA areas. The following disruption periods have been used in 
the CDMT: 

• March (week 1) to April (week 3) 2019  

• September (week 1) to October (week 2) 2019 - 

• June (week 1) to October (week 3) 2020  

• January (week 1) 2021 to February (week 3) 2022  

• February (week4) to March (week4)  
 
Times of disruption resulted in the following costs being applied to fuel imports.2022 (Ukraine 
conflict) 

Internal taxes and fees 

Customs exchange rate 

IRG customs tax per commodity unit 

IRG fuel import tax per commodity unit 

IRG fees and taxes per commodity unit 

DFA customs tax percentage 

DFA customs tax per commodity unit 

DFA fuel import sale tax per commodity unit 

DFA fuel import other return tax per commodity unit 

DFA fuel import profit tax per commodity unit 

DFA importer YPC fee per MT 

DFA YRSPC fee per MT 

DFA importer YPC profit per MT 

DFA YRSPC fee per commodity unit 

DFA importer YPC profit per commodity unit 

DFA total fee per commodity unit 

DFA fees and taxes per commodity unit 

 
The following taxes and fees have been applied at the following rates: 
 

https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20210817_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_fuel_prices_0_0.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220404_acaps_yah_al_hodeidah_fuel_import_and_fuel_price_modelling.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220912_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_thematic_report_fuel_supply_dynamics.pdf
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Scenario Fuel 
type 

Tax or fee type DFA or IRG Value 

Port disruption 
DFA estimated 
fuel trucked 
overland – 
parallel market 

Petrol Customs tax IRG 10% fuel price* 

Fuel import tax IRG Consumer price × 5/105 

Customs tax DFA 10% fuel price* 

Diesel Customs tax IRG 5% fuel price* 

Fuel import tax IRG Consumer price × 5/105 

Customs tax DFA 5% fuel price* 

Port disruption 
IRG 

Petrol Customs tax IRG 10% fuel price* 

Fuel import tax IRG Consumer price × 5/105 

Diesel Customs tax IRG 5% fuel price* 

Fuel import tax IRG Consumer price × 5/105 

 
Source: ACAPS (August 2021; April 2022; September 2022); ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

7.3. Internal transport costs 
Internal transport costs refer to those accrued once a petrol or diesel shipment his as been 
discharged and ready for distribution i.e. ready to be transported to fuel trucks either direct upon 
arrival or after being placed in the storage facilities at either Al Hodeidah .or AdeFuel isn port 
facilities  then transported overland to the point of sale to the consumer. Transportation costs have 
been modelled within the tool and vary depending on the port of  discharge and the subsequent 
overland transport route and distance to the point of sale. The following metrics shown below are 
applied for fuel imported via Aden or Al Hodeidah ports.  
 

Internal transport costs  

Port of call to governorate of sale travel distance  

Commodity transport truck capacity (MT)  

Commodity transport truck fuel efficiency  

Commodity transport truck fuel cost  

Commodity transport truck fuel cost per vehicle  

Commodity transport truck fuel cost per commodity unit  

Overland distribution cost per commodity unit  

 

• Port of call to governorate of sale travel distance: In IRG areas, distances are calculated from 
Aden Port to the main city of each governorate within IRG areas. In DFA areas, distances are 
calculated from Al Hodeidah Port to the major city of each governorate within DFA areas. This 
allows an estimation of how far  fuel will have to travel from port to reach the consumer. This 
calculation does not take in account shipments travelling between different areas of control. 

Source: Google Maps (accessed 20/02/2023). 
Commodity transport truck capacity (MT): Based on industry average at 28,300 MT.   
 

Source: ChatGPT (accessed 15/03/2023) 

• Commodity transport truck fuel efficiency: Based on industry average of truck at 1.34 km/L. 
 
Source: Crown Oil (accessed 15/03/2023) 

• Commodity transport truck fuel cost: Calculated through the average price of diesel in the area 
of control (DFA or IRG) where the commodity is imported. 

https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20210817_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_fuel_prices_0_0.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220404_acaps_yah_al_hodeidah_fuel_import_and_fuel_price_modelling.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220912_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_thematic_report_fuel_supply_dynamics.pdf
https://www.crownoil.co.uk/fuel-tankers-fleet/
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Source: REACH JMMI, WFP 

• Commodity transport truck fuel cost per vehicle: Calculated through distance of travel, truck 
fuel efficiency and fuel cost. 

• Commodity transport truck fuel cost per commodity unit: Calculated through fuel cost per 
vehicle divided by truck capacity. 

• Overland distribution cost per commodity unit: Total of internal transport costs divided by 
truck capacity. 

 
Source: ACAPS discussions with industry experts. 

7.4. Margins 
Fuel importer and distributor margins have been estimated based on previous research carried out 
by ACAPS.  
 

7.5. Consumer selling price 
• Consumer selling price: refers to the price of goods at point of sale. The selling price is adjusted 

according to governorate and month of sale and is based on REACH JMMI and WFP commodity 
price data. 

 
Source: REACH; WFP 

8. Data source for internal costs and update frequency 
The Cost Driver Monitoring Tool uses multiple datasets which are updated depending on the 
frequency of refresh of the data source. A list of data sources and frequency of refresh can be found 
below: 

Data source Frequency of 
update 

Source  

International trader price (wheat and oil) Daily Business Insider – Wheat  
Business Insider – Oil 

 

Yemeni rial to US dollar exchange rate Daily Telegram: YemenSul  

Imports Weekly ACAPS discussion with 
stakeholders 

 

WFP food prices Monthly WFP  

REACH JMMI Monthly REACH  

Areas of control As required ACAPS  

External insurance fees As required ACAPS discussion with 
stakeholders 

 

External travel costs As required ACAPS discussion with 
stakeholders 

 

Fuel customs rate As required ACAPS discussion with 
stakeholders 

 

Al Hodeidah port disruption dates As required ACAPS (2022)  

Internal taxes and fees As required ACAPS (2022)  

Internal travel costs As required ACAPS discussion with 
stakeholders 

 

 

https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/wheat-price
https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/oil-price?type=wti
https://telegram.me/s/yemensul
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/wfp-food-prices-for-yemen
https://reach-info.org/yem/jmmi/
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/yemen-areas-of-control?
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220912_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_thematic_report_fuel_supply_dynamics.pdf
https://www.acaps.org/sites/acaps/files/products/files/20220912_acaps_yemen_analysis_hub_thematic_report_fuel_supply_dynamics.pdf
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ACAPS continues to monitor key political economy events related to Yemen.  

See Annex II for a detailed description of the tables which make up the CDMT. 

9. Qualifications 
There are qualifications regarding the various elements that the CDMT measures, as well as some 
intangible benefits, as described in this section. 
 
FOB Costs:  This is the starting point in the CDMT for both wheat and fuel cargoes. The CDMT uses 
publicly available data on the international wheat and fuel prices, together with informatio and the 
WFP. from industry sources.  However, ACAPS has no right of access to commercially confidential 
information on the prices paidby traders  for these commodities and has to depend on open source 
data with, where available, insights from traders. Traders in Yemen are known to purchase some of 
their wheat cargoes from Russia, which is reported in the international press to be offering heavily 
discounted prices for its wheat at present. In such cases the CDMT can apply estimated prices, based 
on press articles, WFP aFor fuel, international sale prices for petrol and diesel can be found, and used 
in the Tool, but again the actual price/MT paid by a trader will not normally be available.nd other data 
sources.  
 
Other cost drivers:  Similarly, actual charter rates for ships, and other cost drivers, cannot be used in 
the CDMT, and estimated rates are used instead.   
 
Frequency of Data Updates:  Fortunately open source materials giving updated figures for the cost 
drivers in the maritime sector are generally available on a weekly basis, or monthly, allowing the CDMT 
to reflect the costs for these changes. Changes in land transport sector, such as tariffs for trucking 
from Aden and Hodeidah, can be obtained from 
Other Commodities:  While the CDMT has been developed to cover wheat, petrol and diesel at this 
stage, it can be further developed to cover other commodities and countries of origin such as rice (e.g. 
India), flour (e.g. Egypt) and corn (e.g. Argentina), based on a similar approach.    
 sources within Yemen. 
 
Intangible benefits:  The Tool does not focus on intangible benefits of supply chain improvements. For 
instance, changes to war risk insurance may not have a significant direct impact on commodity prices, 
but such supply chain improvement will make the market more attractive for importers and therefore 
create more favourable market conditions, which can increase competition, which in turn should have 
a positive impact on the consumer prices. 
 
The model does not take into account commodities crossing areas of control. For instance, 
commodities arriving into Aden are assumed to be transported to IRG areas, whilst commodities 
arriving into Al Hodeidah are assumed to be transported to DFA areas.  Given the recent changes in 
shipping construction materials to Red Sea Ports, this assumption is now very largely correct. The 
exception is container cargoes, which are discharged in Aden and are trucked to the premises of 
traders in both IRG and DFA areas. 
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Annex I: CDMT data 
The table below details the schema for the full Cost Driver Monitoring Tool dataset: 
cdmt_master_vw 
 
This dataset is automatically updated when new dataset is available e.g. exchange rate, commodity 
prices, international prices.  
 
All data within cdmt_master_vw is dated and geographically tagged. The dataset is also fully 
PCoded using OCHA Subnational Administrative Boundaries admin 2 (HDX, 2023). 
  

indicator_name 

coded_cargo 

est_purchase_unit 

governorate_id 

governorate_name 

irg_or_dfa 

disruption 

qty_mt 

country_of_origin 

port_of_origin 

port_of_call 

est_total_charter_days 

berthed_month 

berthed_date 

est_purchase_date 

xr 

selling_price_usd 

wholesale_price_usd 

est_purchase_price_usd 

est_total_charter_cost_usd_vessel 

est_total_fuel_cost_usd_vessel 

vessel_value_usd 

vessel_capacity_mt 

est_total_voyage_costs_usd 

war_risk_insurance_black_sea_perc 

war_risk_insurance_red_sea_perc 

war_risk_insurance_black_sea_vessel_usd 

war_risk_insurance_red_sea_vessel_usd 

suez_northbound_vessel_usd 

suez_southbound_vessel_usd 

total_insurance_and_fees_vessel_usd 

war_risk_insurance_black_sea_usd 

war_risk_insurance_red_sea_usd 

suez_northbound_dues_usd 

suez_southbound_dues_usd 

total_insurance_and_fees_usd 

customs_rate_yer 

customs_tax_dfa_perc 

customs_tax_dfa_usd 

fuel_import_sales_tax_dfa_usd 

fuel_import_other_returns_tax_dfa_usd 

fuel_import_profit_tax_dfa_usd 

importer_ypc_fee_dfa_usd_mt 

yrspc_fee_dfa_usd_mt 

importer_ypc_profit_dfa_usd_mt 

yrspc_fee_dfa_usd 

importer_ypc_profit_dfa_usd 

fee_total_dfa_usd 

dfa_fees_taxes_usd 

customs_tax_irg_usd 

fuel_import_tax_irg_usd 

irg_fees_taxes_usd 

milling_costs_usd 

unloading_costs_usd 

storage_costs_usd 

manufacturing_costs_usd 

est_travel_distance_km 

est_truck_capacity 

est_fuel_efficiency_km_l 

est_fuel_cost_usd_l 

est_fuel_cost_usd_vehicle 

https://data.humdata.org/dataset/cod-ab-yem?
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est_fuel_cost_usd 

est_overland_dist_cost_usd 

est_importer_margin_usd 

est_wholesaler_margin_usd 

est_retailer_margin_usd 

other_dist_cost_profits_usd 

selling_price_yer 

wholesale_price_yer 

est_purchase_price_yer 

est_total_voyage_costs_yer 

vessel_value_yer 

war_risk_insurance_black_sea_vessel_yer 

war_risk_insurance_red_sea_vessel_yer 

suez_northbound_vessel_yer 

suez_southbound_vessel_yer 

war_risk_insurance_black_sea_yer 

war_risk_insurance_red_sea_yer 

suez_northbound_dues_yer 

suez_southbound_dues_yer 

total_insurance_and_fees_yer 

customs_tax_dfa_yer 

fuel_import_sales_tax_dfa_yer 

fuel_import_other_returns_tax_dfa_yer 

fuel_import_profit_tax_dfa_yer 

yrspc_fee_dfa_yer 

importer_ypc_profit_dfa_yer 

fee_total_dfa_yer 

dfa_fees_taxes_yer 

customs_tax_irg_yer 

fuel_import_tax_irg_yer 

irg_fees_taxes_yer 

milling_costs_yer 

unloading_costs_yer 

storage_costs_yer 

manufacturing_costs_yer 

est_fuel_cost_yer 

est_overland_dist_cost_yer 

est_importer_margin_yer 

est_wholesaler_margin_yer 

est_retailer_margin_yer 

other_dist_cost_profits_yer 
 

 

Annex II: CDMT data architecture 
The CDMT data architecture is made up of 3 types of table/view: 

• Cost driver tables updated automatically 

• Cost driver tables updated when required 

• Cost driver views refreshed upon table update 
 
A relational database management system (RDBMS) has been developed within AWS using AWS 
Athena. ETL scripts have been written in SQL within Athena to ensure a robust and sustainable data 
infrastructure. 
 

Cost driver tables updated automatically 

Table name Description 

international_oil_price International oil price updated daily 

international_wheat_price International wheat price updated daily 

faoprice Wholesale commodity prices updated monthly 

telegram_exch Exchange rate data updated daily 

imports Imports data updated weekly 

jmmi_parquet REACH JMMI commodity data updated monthly 

wfpprice WFP food price data updated monthly 
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Cost driver tables updated when required 

Table name Description 

hodeidahdisruptiondates Used to determine whether the commodity was sold to the 
consumer within a period of disruption at Al Hodeidah port. 
This impacts which fees and taxes are applied to the 
commodity. 

actorcontrolgov Used to determine which area of control (IRG or DFA) the 
commodity is sold in. This impacts which fees and taxes are 
applied to the commodity and which exchange rate is used. 

fuelcustomsrate Used to determine which fuel customs rate is applied to fuel 
commodities. 

internaltaxesfees Depending on whether the commodity is sold within IRG or 
DFA areas determine which taxes and fees are applied to 
the commodity. 

internaltravelcosts Distance between port and point of sale to the consumer is 
used to estimate transportation costs. 

externalinsurancefees Port of origin determines which external insurance and fees 
are applied (e.g. war risk insurance, Suez canal dues etc.). 

externaltravelcosts Port of origin determine distance to Yemen which impacts 
vessel voyage costs. 

externalvesseldetails Type of commodity determines the size of the vessel which 
impacts vessel voyage costs. 

 

Cost driver views updated upon table update 

Table name Description 

international_oil_price_vw International oil price view 

international_wheat_price_vw International wheat price view 

international_commodity_price_vw International oil price and international wheat price view 

wholesale_cost_vw Wholesale costs extracted from FAO commodity data. 
NOTE: this data does not currently align with REACH or 
WFP data and has been disabled within the model. 

telegram_exch_month_vw Average monthly exchange rate extract. 

imports_vw Imports data. 

selling_vw Merged WFP and REACH commodity datasets. 

wheat_milling_cost_vw Milling cost extract from WFP commodity dataset. 

imports_selling_vw Merge of imports_vw and selling_vw 

diesel_price_vw Extract of WFP and REACH diesel prices used to estimate 
overland distribution costs. 

cdmt_master_usd_vw Cost Driver Monitoring Tool USD extract. 

cdmt_master_usd_margins_vw Cost Driver Monitoring Tool USD extract with margins. 
NOTE: margins have currently been disabled within the 
model. 

cdmt_master_yer_vw Cost Driver Monitoring Tool YER extract. 

cdmt_master_vw Full Cost Driver Monitoring Tool extract in YER and USD. 
Used within tool visualisation and data download. 
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